In this work we demonstrate a novel experimental approach to the study of single photon correlations. The introduction of the multichannel detection setup enables the simultaneous measurement of a large number of correlation functions for photons emitted from dierent energetic ranges. The advantages of this new approach were exploited in a detailed study of the biexcitonexciton recombination cascade in CdTe/ZnTe quantum dots doped with a few Mn 2+ ions. The information about the dynamics of the magnetic system in the quantum dot during the lifetime of the exciton was obtained from the analysis of the correlation functions.
Introduction
The optical studies of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) provide the insight into the fundamental properties of dierent carrier complexes trapped in the conning potential of the dots. The large variety of methods was utilized in order to study the statical and dynamical phenomena related to the formation, evolution and recombination of multiple excitonic complexes in the QDs.
Among the time-resolved studies the measurements of the photon correlations appear as a particularly convenient tool for the observation of many unique features of QDs. For example, the correlation techniques provided a way to demonstrate the application of QDs for the emission of single photons [1, 2] or the generation of the entangled photon pairs [3] . The correlation measurements performed for photons emitted from multiple excitonic complexes were also found useful for fundamental studies. They enabled the detailed description of the carriers capture and recombination dynamics [4, 5] including the identication of recombination cascades [2, 4] .
In this work we present a novel approach to the single photon correlations that allowed us to extend their feasibility on the QDs doped with a few Mn 2+ ions. The previous studies of extremely diluted magnetic QDs focused mainly on singly-doped dots [610] . Apart from the studies of optical properties of such structures the possibility of the optical writing and read-out of the spin state of the magnetic ion was reported [11] . However, in order to obtain a deeper insight into the properties of more complex spin systems in the QDs it is necessary to investigate the dots with a few magnetic ions.
In such cases the photoluminescence (PL) lines related to the recombination of the excitonic complexes are signicantly broadened due to the uctuations of the spins of the magnetic ions. Therefore the necessity of probing various states of the magnetic system in the dot by photons of dierent energy requires the modication of the standard approach to the photon correlations technique.
In this paper we present the new type of experimental setup exploiting a multichannel detection module that enables the application of single photon correlations measurements to QDs containing a few Mn 2+ ions.
Multichannel correlations setup
The multichannel detection module constitutes a modication of a standard Hanbury-Brown and Twiss conguration for the single photon correlations measurements (Fig. 1) . Typically the PL signal is split into two arms.
The detection in each arm is realized with a monochromator equipped with an avalanche photodiode at the exit.
In our setup one of the photodiodes is replaced with a specially designed holder that supports a bunch of optical bers. The spectrally resolved PL signal couples with the bers and is transmitted to the photodiodes. 
Samples
The sample used in the experiment was grown by molecular beam epitaxy and contained self-assembled CdTe/ZnTe QDs with Mn 2+ ions. The concentration of
Mn doping in the CdTe layer was tuned to slightly exceed the optimal value for nding singly-doped QDs [7, 8] .
The isolated lines in the low-energy tail of the spectrum formed characteristic patterns of the emission lines from a single QD [4, 1113] . Three types of dots could be ob- the photons emitted at 6 energy ranges which cover the neutral exciton line (see Fig. 2 ).
The correlation functions for one of the cross--polarization measurements are presented in Fig. 3 . The
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clear peaks observed for some correlation functions are related to the XXX cascade process. In order to quantitatively study the inuence of the magnetic ions we calculate the peak area for the same temporal range from −0.5 to 1.5 ns for each correlation function. shorter than the neutral exciton lifetime [5] .
An interesting feature might also be found in the co--polarization measurements. A signicant correlation 
